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Alpha Shows brings you 10 different productions that are the 
most engaging and impactful edutainment events you can 
invite to your school! Yes, our shows set up at your school!

Alpha's shows are a guaranteed way to energise your children 
and help them with:

 Confidence       Social Skills
 Bullying issues       Emotional Resilience 
 Equality        Positive Beliefs
 Loving Choices       Self-Worth
     
Do you want to help your children grow and 
learn about their own emotions? Break through 
to new levels of passion and excitement for 
learning and life?
 

No need to take a trip to a 
real theatre, we bring 

real, quality theatre to you!

�

70 minute 
move-length theatrical 
presentation + 10 minutes 
question time to reinforce 
message and values

Stress free - NO TRAVEL! Just give us 
access to your gym/hall/MPR with 7m x 
9m cleared space, 90 minutes before 
the show

Different shows all year round - 
multiple ways to gain benefit for your 
curriculum.

"All children got something out of the 
show... and understood the message. 

Teachers were impressed by the quality 
of the production and so happy to 

provide the students with the experience 
of live theatre that many would never 

have access to! 
Thank you so much!! You 

are all wonderful!" 

     - Elizabeth Jensen, 
Chipping Norton PS

The best shows 
for schools!

A full season of state-of-the-art 
theatrical events LIVE at your school

Thank you so much for your interest in our 
shows for schools and their message for 

children, families and schools in Australia. 
We believe that our shows have a unique 

quality to encourage emotional truthfulness, 
a more loving environment for learning and 
kindness, and a lot of fun all wrapped up in 

a big musical theatre show! We look forward 
to your invitation to host us at your school!

- Ben Jackson, Founder & Creator

Book today 1300 850 658
www.alphashows.com.au
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We choose stories 
that inspire us all

to take new positive 
action in our own lives.

CHOOSE YOUR SHOW:
Snow Queen

King Arthur

Little Mermaid

Hercules

Cinderella

Aladdin

Sleeping Beauty

Hunchback

Beauty and the Beast

Scrooge

S&EL Theme: Soul Alignment & Universal Laws

S&EL Theme:  Equality & Oneness

S&EL Theme: Truth & Environmental Conservation

S&EL Theme: Becoming a True Hero & Ego

S&EL Theme: Self Worth & Being Who You Are

S&EL Theme: Manifestation & Goals

S&EL Theme: Fear vs Love Based Choices

S&EL Theme: Resilience & Anti-Bullying

S&EL Theme: Limiting Beliefs & Anger

S&EL Theme: True Meaning of Holidays & Tolerance

Align with your potential.
Snow Queen is Alpha Shows re-adaptation of Frozen from the classical fairytale, that 
follows the journey of everyone’s favourite characters as they discover how to align 
their hearts, minds and spirit to their true potential.  Suitable for Prep to Year 10.


